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Nifty Notes

Markets remained sluggish & consolidated within a one percentage range in the last week.
A break on either side will see follow-thru move of 1-2% in that respective direction.
However, Medium Term positive view remains intact Structural Bull Trend persists. For any
trend change, a break below recent swing lows is required, until then it remains positive.

SUPPORT : 9300 / 9260 RESISTANCE: 9370 / 9400

Corporate News


Tata Motors down 4%; mcap dips Rs 4,835 crore on JLR sales drop. The stock was the
top loser among the BSE 30-share components.


ACC to consider merger with Ambuja Cements. ACC became subsidiary of
Ambuja,after the merger of the latter with Holcim (India).


TCS sets up research lab for drones in US. Seven Hills Park facility was established in
2008 as TCS' largest North American digital centre.


SpiceJet to launch direct flights to Patna from July 1. Airline operates an average of
350 daily flights to 46 destinations, including 7 international ones.


Jaguar Land Rover sales drop 2.3% in April to 40,385 units. Run-out of the

previousDiscovery model accounted for a year-on-year decrease in Land Rover sales.


Royal Enfield to invest Rs 800 crore to expand capacity. With a third plant, capacity
of Royal Enfield is expected to be 825,000 motorcycles in 2017-18.
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Economic News


Pacts worth Rs 2 lakh crore inked at logistics summit, says Nitin Gadkari. He said
these pacts would pitch for a holistic approach to spur infrastructure growth in India.


Rupee tumbles 20 paise to 64.38 vs dollar. This is the biggest one-day fall for the
home currency since April 10.


Economic recovery to gather pace from Q2 on consumption revival: Report. Says
improvement in external demand is a key driver of growth at this juncture.

Global News


Wall street edges up on strong jobs data, IBM caps gains. All of the 11 major S&P 500
sectors were higher, led by a 0.52 percent gain in utilities.


Impact on banks from Britain's vote to leave the EU. Financial services firmsneed a

regulated subsidiary in an EU country to offer their products.



China finmin skips summit with Japan, S Korea to attend emergency meeting.
Chinese-minister's absence came as commodity prices took a beating; stocks fell to 3-
month lows.


Frankfurt lays claim to Wall Street banks after Brexit. 5 US investment banksare set
to move hundreds of key staff within 2 years from London to Frankfurt.
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Recommendations of the Day

Scrip Code Recommended
Price Target Stop Loss

Equity technical Recommendations
S.
No. Date Action Company Product

Reco
Price Target

1

Target
2

Stop
Loss

Time
Frame Remarks

1 27.04.17 Buy Finolex IND CASH 570 630 551 2-3
WEEK

2 27.04.17 BUY SOMANY CERA CASH 734 770 800 710 2-3
WEEK
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DISCLAIMER

This document is not for public distribution and has been furnished to you solely for your information and may not
be reproduced or redistributed to any other person. The manner of circulation and distribution of this document
may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries, including the United States. Persons into whose
possession this document may come are required to inform themselves of, and to observe, such restrictions. This
material is for the personal information of the authorized recipient, and we are not soliciting any action based upon
it. This report is not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any
jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be illegal. No person associated with B R Jalan Securities Pvt.
Ltd. is obligated to call or initiate contact with you for the purposes of elaborating or following up on the information
contained in this document. The material is based upon information that we consider reliable, but we do not
represent that it is accurate or complete, and it should not be relied upon as such. Neither B R Jalan Securities Pvt.
Ltd., nor any person connected with it, accepts any liability arising from the use of this document.

The recipient of this material should rely on their own investigations and take their own professional advice.
Opinions expressed are our current opinions as of the date appearing on this material only. While we endeavor to
update on a reasonable basis the information discussed in this material, there may be regulatory, compliance, or
other reasons that prevent us from doing so. Prospective investors and others are cautioned that any forwardlooking
statements are not predictions and may be subject to change without notice. We and our affiliates, officers,
directors, and employees world-wide, including persons involved in the preparation or issuance of this material may;
(a) from time to time, have long or short positions in, and buy or sell the securities thereof, of company(ies)
mentioned herein or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such securities and earn brokerage or other
compensation or act as a market maker in the financial instruments of the company(ies) discussed herein or may
perform or seek to perform investment banking services for such company(ies) or act as advisor or lender /borrower
to such company(ies) or have other potential conflict of interest with respect to any Suggested Weightage and
related information and opinions. The same persons may have acted upon the information contained here. No part
of this document may be distributed in Canada or used by private customers in the United Kingdom. In so far as this
report includes current or historical information, it is believed to be reliable, although its accuracy and completeness
cannot be guaranteed.

Ganesh Stock Invest Pvt. Ltd.(CM) : INB 230792234 (F & O) : INF 230792234 MCX (Currency) : INE 260792234

BR Jalan Securities Pvt. Ltd.(CM) : INB 010996931 (F & O) : INF 010996931 DP CDSL : IN-DP-CDSL-100-2000

FMC : Ganesh Commodities Pvt. Ltd. (MCX): MCX/TCM/Corp/0099, (NCDEX) NCDEX/TCM/Corp/1041
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